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ther Senator Resigns
By ROBERT R. LEE
LOBO Staff Writer
ASUNM
Senator
Tad
Howington
announced
his·
resignation at the tail end of
Wednesday's meeting, calling the
senate, "One of the most ine_ffective, poorly run organizations on
campus.
"This senate has been the poorest
excuse for a senate I've ever seen,"
Howington said heatedly.
He charged that the senate has
"hindered the effectiveness" of
executive agencies, specifically
r~ferring to the speakers, Cultural
and Lobby Committees.

"·It's time we got some new
blood,''
Howington
said.
"Hopefully the students will elect
·
some new people."
Senator Hernandez, an Elections
Committion member, noted that
Howington's seat cannot be on
Wednesday's ASUNM generalelection ballot. Hernandez said this
is because a student voted Wednesday by absentee ballot on the II
senate seats now on the ballot.
ASUNM law prohibits this student
being denied the opportunity to
vote on Howington's seat.
Earlier in the meeting the senate
voted 11-5 to override ASUNM

President Tom Williams' veto of a
bill passed ·last week which alters
senate appropriations procedures.
The bill which Williams vetoed
last Friday stipulates that the senate
may not appropriate any money
before the fourth week of each
semester. Now law, the bill also
provides that the senate may not
consider appropriations requests
which were not submitted to senate
during the annual budget hearings
in February.
Senators Anna Durand, Phil
Hernandez, Tad Howington, Mimi
Swanson and Tom Fisher voted
against overriding the veto.

Near Duck Pond

Bicyclists Collide
bone and will require plastic
surgery to correct bone damage,
UNM police said. Ptter V. lsburgh
Jr., a junior engineering student
had no injuries. Both bicycles were
damaged ..
Inspector Bob Rayond of the
UNM police said this was the
second collision between bicyclists
in two years. Raymond said both
bicyclists were not paying attention

By ROBERT ALMY
LOBO Staff Writer
Two bicycle accidents !lOt involving automobiles occured at
.- UNM during the past week leaving
one bicyclists injured.
Two bicyclists collided at the
intersection of mall sidewalks
southwest of the Duck Pont at 7:49
a.m. on Oct. 26. Sophomore Roy
W. Newton fractured his cheek-

Bryant Gets a- Squirt·
From Citrus Growers
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·MIAMI (UPI) - Anita Bryant 'said Thursday that if citrus officials are
going to "persecute" and "crucify" her because of her anti-liomosexual
stand, they should get it over with and leave her in peace.
''l am clearly a victim of religious persecution; and this is another
evidence of religious decay in America," Bryant said in response to·
remarks by a citrus official that she would eventually be replaced as the
chief promoter of Florida orange juice. · ·
''There are those forces in this country who through ·boycotts and influencing of some of the staff of the department of citrus, want me fired
only because ·r took a stand as a concerned citizen and for the protection of
my four children,,. Bryant said.
11 l'm sick and tired of being put on the cross continually. If they want to
. · ,
fire me, Jet them doh now and give me peace."
Edward A. Taylor, executive director of the State Dept. of Citrus, had
told a growers' meeting Wednesday night that the citrus message might be
lost on television viewers who associate Bryant with gay rights ..
"That's noway to sell orange ~uice, "Taylor said. . . . · •
Bryant's. television commercials have been the F.londa Citrus Con,tmission's main promotion for ro years, but Taylor saJd some changes Wtll
be needed in;the ''foreseeable future.".
.
, .
Taylor said a de-emphasis on ~ryant would bring some new faces to
(cont. lin P•ll• 141
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Williams urged the senate
Wednesday to postpone the'
override vote until the next
meeting, so that he could present an
alternative to the bill developed by
a committee he appointed to study
senate appropriations procedures. ·
However, the ASUNM. Constitution stipulates that the senate
must vote to override a veto at the
meeting after the veto.
About the vote to override his
veto, Williams said, "l'm·sorry to
see it happen." He emphasized that
he respected the senate and its right
to reject vetoes.
Williams said his alternative to
the senate's bill would not be "on
paper" until' Monday. He said he
will present the alternative to the
senate at the next meeting.
Senator Eric Lucero, Finance
Committee member, said he
thought the senate was interested in
hearing Williams' proposal, and
that
"the
(appropriationsprocedures) law can always be
repealed.,
In other matters, Lobby
Committee Chairperson Leonard
Garcia presented the committee's
position on a proposed tuition
increase at UNM. Garcia said the
committee "is in opposition to any
tuition increase which would not in
its entirety benefit UNM.'' • ,
Garcia explained that, because of
th.e present· legislative system of
appropriation for state universities,
' 'schools with ~lle · pigl1esf'' tuition
rates now subsidize, in effect, those
with the lowest tuition rates.
In effect, Garcia said, a tuition,
increase at UNM now would also
benefit students at state universities
where tuition . is lower than at.
UNM.
The Lobby Committee is also
opposed to any increase in resident
tuition without a similar increase in
non-resident tuition, Garci!Lsaid.
Garcia also said the committee
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ASUNM
Senator
Tad
Howington: "This senate has
been the poorut fiXCuse for a
senate I've ev11r sflflll."

supports a uniform tuition credit,
which would nullify the subsidy
effect of the present legislative
appropriation system.
He summarized the committee's
position as being flatly opposed to a
tuition increase at UNM "this next
academic year."
The
senate
unanimously
requested the Steering Committee
to draft a resolution endorsing the
Lobby Committee's position.
In other business, the senate
,voted 9-6 not to appropriate funds
for the ASUNM attorney general's
salary.
The senate passed an appropriation for ASUNM Atty:
Gen. Les Marshall on Sept. 7.
ASUNM President Williams vetoed
the bill.
The senate later requested an
opinion from Marshall as to
whether the senate was required by
ASUNM law to pay the attorney
general. Marshall's opinion stated
(cont. on page 151

and were traveling at high rates of
speed.
On Oct. 20, a pedestrian,
sophomore Elizabeth A. Hardwick,
was knocked to the ground when
hit by a bicycle in front of the UNM
bookstore at 8:45 a.m. Hardwick,
who struck her head on the
pavement in the accident did not
require medical attention. Hardwick told police she is legally blind
and that passersby helped her up
and told her a blonde bicyclists hit
her and then drove off with her
male . bicylist companion after
making a rude remark.
Berry D: Cox, UNM director of.
Police and Parking Services, said,
"l think peer pressure brought
about by the students can help to
slow down bicyclists and stop such
accidents."
Cox said he had recommended
and the Campus Planning Committee approve the concept of
marked bicycle paths· on the mall
sidewalks to prevent these accidents. The committee has taken
no action in recommending bicycle
paths to the UNM Regents.

.
.
City of Albuquerque traffic
.. tf.:> ..... ~:-~~-~'.:'ttnbir'li
codes for bicycles require a
LOBO photo by Wendell T. Hunt
bicyclists to yield th the right-ofway_ to. any pedestrian, give an
audible signal before attempting to
pass a pedestrian and maintain a
This nflw/y flt'flctfld sign on Cflfltral, East of Univflrsity Blvd.; is a
speed below the speed limit which is waming to motorists that pedestrians frflquflntly cr11oss the stiflflt.
"reasonable and prudent under the It is a temporary sign which will t'flmain until the lights for
conditions then existing."
pedestrians nflarbv are uncovered.

Warning: Pedestrians
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In Ray's Escape Trial

King Forum Bid Fails
WARTBURG, Tenn. (UP!) J&mcs Earl Ray told a jury
Tlnusday .he escaped from a
Tennessee prison .I unc 10 because
he thought that was the only way he
could win a new trial in the
assassination of Martin Luther
King, Jr.
Ray testified in his own defense
at his trial on escape charges that
could add up to five years to the 99ycar sentence he received after
pleading guilty to the 1968 sniper
slaying of King.
"It was my intention after J was
out a coupie of months to g~t in
touch with U.S. Ally. Gen. Griffin
Bell, to arrange for a trial in the
King case," the 49-year-old Ray
said.
Defense and prosecuting attorneys concluded final arguments

Awareness
Is
Apptoachlng
.

\l1!J)~WJ)

,.

Thursday afternoon, and the case
was expected to go to the nine-man,
three-women jury later in the day.
Circuit Judge Lee Asbury earlier
refused a bid by Ray's lawyers to
turn the escape trial into a fullblown hearing on the King
assassination. ·Asbury said the
issues must be confined to Ray's
escape from Brushy Mountain State
Prison at nearby Petros.
-Ray pleaded guilty to the King
murder at memphis in an abbreviated trial on March 10, 1969,
in exchange for the 99-year sentence
but almost immediately began

~?l1·~

claiming he was coerced into the
guilty plea and demanding a new
trial.
Asked by his new attorney, Mark
Lane, why he escaped, Ray said he
did not think there was "any other
method available " to obtain a new
trial.
District Attorney Arzo Carson
asked Ray why he planned to take
two months to contact Bell.
"I assumed it would take that
long to get to Illinois or Canada,"
Ray replied ..

Senate Turns Down
Abortion Resolution
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Senate again turned down a strict
limitation on the usc of federal
funds for abortions Thursday and
voted to continue the fight for a
''reasonable and human comI
I
' I
with the

house.
The Senate rejected a resolution
59-33 which would have told its
negotiators to accept the House·
passed language on abortions and
end the impasse which has blocked
since July a $60 billion appropriations bill fqr the Departments of Labor and H~alth,
Education and Welfare.

Eyt.•J.dasses or Contaet l.t.•nst·~
Fast srrvirt.•. qualit~· unci
st~·le at reasonable eost

The House language allows the
federal government to pay for
abortions for needy women under
Medicaid if the woman's life would
be endangered if the pregnacy
continued and for "medical
procedures" for prompt treatment
of victims of "forced " rape or
incest, provided the victim reports
the assault to the police.

Casey Optical Co.
i!Vexl door to CWJey Rexn/1 Druf!J

lmnus at Washinl{ton 255-632!1

Bv Untted PreS~; .International

Carter Orders Arms Embargo
WASHINGTON - Carter afjnounced Thursday he has ordered an·
immediate embargo ofall U.S. arms sales, to South Africa as an
expression of Americ(!'s "deep concern" over the White minority
governments "blatant deprivation of basic human rights." He
predicted similar U.N. action to make the arms embargo a wor~dwide
effort, but said he is not now contemplating "any sort of general trade
or investment embargo "

i

Blaze Star Vs. Brand X
DENVER ....;.. For more than two decades stripper Blaze Starr has
shed her clothes on innumerable runways. She says not much has
changed despite the advent of X-rated movies.
"People want the real thing," said Miss Starr who premiered her
act in Denver for the first time this week. "That's what keeps
burlesque alive.
"You've gotta try not to look like the girl next door. Not like ?-gogo dancer either. Your clientele want to see pretty hairdos and makeup
and pretty gowns."
Despite the fact that X-rated movies are going further than ever,
Miss Starr said it would never replace the real thing - like she offers
on stage.
"If you see one (x-rated film), you've seen them all," she said.

WASHINGTON - President Carter said Thurs9ay introduction of
his long-awaited tax reform package will be delayed until next year to
allow Congress to complete work on social. security and energy
lesgjslation.
The President said it would be better to make "final decisions" on
the tax reform program after Congress adjourns for the year and "we
have more information on the stage of the economy."

opened up to females, but added,
"There are assignments a woman
can fill and still not be engaged in
hand-to-hand ·combat or in a
frontline position, although she
might end up fighting to protect
herself if the enemy overruns."
He said the army, under a
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.iijro;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; directive from Congress, was
looking at various ways of
rewording its regulations, which
now prohibit assigning women to
combat divisions. or to posts forward of the rearmost battle area.
One proposal would still bar
feamles from such units as tank or
infantry battalions but allow them
..0:::::~1 into jobs in artillery or anti-aircraft
units.
"A young lady, in my opinion,
could do a great job in the fire
direction center of an artillery
battalion," Rogers said, although
he would not put women in posts
that require carrying "ammunition
for four or five hours at a stretchthere are a lot of men who can't do
that either."
The army has about 50,000 ·
women out of a total strength of
about 780,000. It plans to increase
the number to 80,000 over the next
few years.
"I'm not sure we'd want to draft
women yet,'' Rogers said. "But if
we're going to continue to utilize
women the way we are now, if we
ever did go back to the draft we
would have to give serious consideration
to wheteher they ought
•
WITCH-ever PUCH model you decide to fly around
not to be drafted as well."

1 genuine ruby, in 14 karat gold, $20
b. 1 diamond, in 14 karat gold, $22.50
c. 1 genuine sapphire, in 14 karat gold, $20
a.

Charge it!
Open a Zales account or use
one of five national credit plans
Zales Revolving Charge ·• Zales Custom Charge
VISA • Master Charge • American Exp!ess
Diners Club • Carte Blanche • Layaway

COME RIDE, FOR A SPELL, IT'S
OUR TREAT!
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PIONEER PL-550 Quartz
PLL Direct Drive Was
$350. NOW $245.

.'

."----·

MICRO ACOUSTIC FRM-3 wide
range sound in a rich walnut cabinet,
vari-axis control lets you rotate
tweeter angle. Reg. Priced at $139.90

GARRARD 440M 50% OFF.
Fully automatic with Base,
Dust Cover was $115. NOW
$57.50and Pickering Cartridge

ROTEL RP-11000
Autom.atlc Return, Deluxe
Base, and Dust Cover
$130. NOW $85.00

SANSUI FR-1080 Belt
Semi Automatic was $135.
NOW $80.00
li li

.

SANSUI 525
Direct Drive • Super
quiet, manual was
$215. NOW $165.00

Tonal quality, power stability and over all musicality are stressed
throughout this extremely well balanced receiver. Power output is
40 watts per channel, min. RMS, both channels driven, into 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz with 0.4% THD. you save $130.00
SANSUI 6060

PIONE':ER C2 PROJECT 100
10" 3-way speaker system gives
• you smooth sound in a rich
walnut grained cabinet with foam
grille. Reg. 125.00. NOW $69.00

$289.95
50% OFF
PIONEER SX-750

$299.95
$380.00

PIONEER PL-1170
Fully Automatic
Drive was $175.
NOW $125.

j

PIONEER PL-510A
'
, Direct Drive, manual
operation was $200.
NOW $145.

No. 48

summer session by the Board of Student
Pub\icatl~os of !he University of New Mexico,
and is. not financially associated wJlh UNM.

author solely. Undgncd opinion Is that of tM
editorial board of Tho Dally LobeL Nothing]
;rfn~cd In The Dnl.ly Lobo ncccs.~arll:r
~tsthe Views of the University of New
Mexico.

"'~-

NOW$245.

:the New M..Jco QalltJ.Lo~J Is publhhed
Monday through Friday e~cry regular week
of !:he University year and weekly during the

$10.00 for the academic year.
The oplt'lloru exprcs.~d on the editorial
Pl\gCs oi The Dally Lobo are those of, thfl

f.;

SANSUI SC-3000 · with
walnut cas~. was $325.

Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico ·s1131, SubsCripllon rate Is

LTD.

RX-7707 a well engineered receiver
... crisp clear FM broadcasts onto
any of five preset touch tuned
controls. A Value of $500.00.

1

0

the nation may have to decide in
two years whether it must restore
the draft - possibly including the
drafting of women - in order to
fill depleted military reserve ranks.
He said no decisions have yet
been made on exactly which
combat-related jobs might be

town on, you can be sure it will treat you to virtually
maintenance-free care, and up to 150 m.p.g. of fuel.

ROTEL RX-7707 with FM Touch Tuning

;,.' t!FO:: r~rw-•:
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Tax Refor'!' Package Delayed

• SAVES

Send her back to school wearing a
new chain ring ... with diamonds,
rubies or sapphires.

CASSETTE DECK BLOW-OUT

®PIONEER

Army Eyes Fem ComDat
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Army is considering ways of
moving women into combat
divisions including such fighting
units as artillery battalions, according to its chief of staff, Gen.
Bernard Rogers.
In an interview, Rogers also said

THE BIQ DEAL

,LL,

-

Advanced,
high power
AM/FM stereo receiver
with new design circuit
board for better sound and
increased reliability. Power
output 50 watts per channel
min. RMS at 8 ohms from
20-20,000 Hz With 0.1%
TH D. A value of $425.00
you save $125.00.

The heart of this system is KLH's model 57 with 20 watts per channel into
8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz at 0.5% THO. Features Include main and remote speaker capability, loudness contour, FM muting and signal strength
meter. The speakers are the highly effecient ULTRATEK Audio Monitor
1200 a 12 inch 3-way system with bass reflex cabinet- more sound than
you'll believe possible. Then there Is GARRARD's 9908 fully autanatic
turntable with deluxe wooden base, smoke tinted dust cover and SHURE's
M91 ED phone cartridge with ellptlai diamond. A total value of $760.00
WAREHOUSE SOUND PRICE GUARANTEE:
IF YOlJ FINO EXACTLY THE SAME SYSTEM
AVAILABLE FROM AN AUTHORIZED
DEALER SELLING FOR LESS IN NEW
MEXICO WITHIN 30 DAYS WE WILL
REFUND THE DIFFERENCE PLUS A

AIGHn:ous 10%. {applies to new models)

INSTANT CREDIT

Inquire for deialls
•Indicates minlnum monlhly payment on our
revolving charge plan. Annual percentage rate
is18% APR billed monthly at 11h% monthly.
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The Flip Side
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by Tim Gallagher

~

A/fan Frontte,
plaintiff,
v.s.
State of California,
defendant.

p.,

Comes now the plaintiff before the ninth U.S. Circuit Deflated Court in
Harlem.
The courtroom is an alley between two abandoned tenement buildings.
The six justices sit on garbage cans before a discarded old table with four
legs of various lengths.
The six justices are: a maintenance man who works in Madison Square
Garden, a wino, a welfare mother from Watts who can't get federal aid for
her abortion when she's already got seven kids, a senile old man, an
Appalacian farmer and a migrant farm worker from California. An illegal
alien is the alternate.
PROSECUTING ATI'ORNEY: "Your honors. I represent Mr. Allan
Fronttee in this matter. Mr. Frontte is a 34-year-old black man from east
Los Angeles. He is married and has six children. Mr. Frontte is unemployed, but is unable to receive welfare or federal assistance of any kind
because he was fired from his last job as a groundskeeper at a home in
Hollywood when the family purchased Astro-Turf. He was later. accused
of stealing a pink flamingo from the front yard.
"Mr. Frontte is suing the state of California for denying him admission
to the University of California-Watts School of Poverty. Mr. Frontte
claims he was discriminated against because of California affirmative
action laws which allowed 16 affluent white students into the school ahead
of him.
DEFENSE ATI'ORNEY: "Your honors, we are moving for dismissal in
this matter on the grounds that Mr. Frontte's wife has recently obtained a
job scrubbing tour guide buses at Universal Studios and therefore Mr.
Frontte is under qualified.''
CHIEF JUSTICE: "Ahem, well the motion will be denied pending
further discussion of this case. Now we are hearing an appeal in the matter
if I am not mistaken. I understand the lower circuit deflated court of
repeals upheld the School of Poverty's decision to deny Mr. Frontte admission, so it could admit children of several. Hollywood Stars including
Kristy McNichol and Marie Osmond who wanted to become more socially
aware of the problems of the poor."
ANOTHER JUSTICE: "Now counsels, I understand that my remarks
do not pertain to the matter at hand, but has not one of Mr. Frontte's
contentions been that the affluent whites have a higher drop-out rate from
the l.jC-Watts School of Poverty?
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY: "Yes, your honor. If the court will
allow us to, we will introduce evidence that whites have an extremely high
drop-out rate from classes such as "Introduction to Food Stamps," and
upper level welfare fraud classes. We will also, with the court's permission,
prove that many whites who graduate with bachelor degrees in poverty
never go back to their affluent neighborhoods to alert the people, but
instead stay in poverty-stricken areas."
DEFENSE ATI'ORNEY: "Objection. Counsel's statements are
irrelevant."
CHIEF JUSTICE: "Sustained. Now it is my understanding that there
were several other poverty-stricken applicants who were more qualified
than Mr. Frontte and were also denied admission. For example, I received
a file on one applicant who had been on welfare from age 12 when his
parents deserted him. We have another case of a woman who was eased out
of a numbers o'peration by the Mafia."
A THIRD JUSTICE: "Your honor, if I may interrupt. We are not
arguing this case on its merits at all. The lower court in its decision made
reference to the fact that affluent whites cannot be expected to do as well
on entrance exams. We know several white applicants accepted ahead of
Mr. Frontte failed their food stamps acquisition test, but the court ruled
that we cannot expect non-slum applicants to do as well on these tests
because they haven't had all the advantages of slum life. I quote from the
lower court's decision 'How can the school expect rich kids to know how to
act when cornered by a rate in an abandoned building? In their homes,
they call an exterminator."
A FOURTH JUSTICE: "But in our decision we must keep in mind that
we have the power to; in effect, open the floodgates of poverty schools to
the affluent. We must never forget the responsibility we have to assure that
the public has good poor people."
CHIEF JUSTICE: "Fellow justices, we must, at this time, adjourn this
hearing as the sanitation truck will be arriving shortly to empty our seats
and take away our bench."

·.LOBO edlto!la/ phone 277·5656
LOBO Editorial Staff:
Editor-in-chief: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebe~ah Szymanski
News Editor: Dolores Wood
Asst. News Editor: D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T, Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid

Arts e"d!tor: George Gesner
Copy Editor:; Koren Wal~ton
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar

EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials rep·esent a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial·

board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the ~J.Uthor and do
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signature 1 address, and telephone number. Leiters to the editor should be no longer tha~
300,words although exceptions Will be made If the topic warrants so. Only the name of the
•
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of author will be printed and names will not be withheld.
All submissions become the property of the New Mexico Dally LOBO and Will be edited
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tacted to discuss changes,
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Next Wednesday will be the
ASUNM fall election for 11 senate
seats and one constitutional ammendment. ,
As always on the day before the
election, the LOBO will help the
voters make up their minds by
running the platform statements of
each candidate in Tuesday's issue.
We will endorse the candidates we
think will do the best job.
Candidates' statements are due
in the LOBO office by 5 p.m. on
Sunday. The LOBO office is in
room 138 of Marron Hall. The
statements should be no longer
than 250 words and should pertain
to election issues and the candidate's platforms. They will not be
accepted unless they are typed.
Candidates wishing to seek the
LOBO's endorsement should make
appointments to be interviewed by
5p.m. Sunday.

DOONESBURY
YO/J Kf.K}IIJ, Z, 1411/<E5 A 8017'/.

I'O FOR6<JlTEJI ALMOST WONllel?.
IKJ{JJ

FUNI<Y

7HE58 OW

. f(J)()MS AI?&!

'\

WHAT Hes BEEN
MISSING AU..

7HE5G YeA!<S,
eH?

" by Garrett Army

Karl "l)on 't carry cash" Malden and 'Eva Mari11 Saint patch up
batt11red Marlon Branda in th11 movi11 "On th11 Waterfront" which
shows at th11 SUB ThtNJtm this wBekBnd.

Complied by
D.M.FLYNN
LOBO Asst. News Editor
p.m., ch. 7.

FREE
Friday
Deadline USA, Humphrey Bogart
2:30p.m., ch. 7.
Ants, Myrna Loy and a cast of
thousands 8 p.m., ch. 7.
Silver City, Yvonne DeCarlo and
Edmond O'Brien 11:30 p.m., ch.
13.

THEREFORE IT IS important to give distinction to the difference
between a human's life and that of an earthworm. Being gifted with the
power of thought and reasoning, all humans are set apart from earthworms and other lower life forms. Since we can reason, then it
should follow that we can decide for ourselves what is important to the
furtherance of our lives and the lives of others. Nothing should interfere
with these· decisions. If and when society decides to do so, then it fs
placing the individual in a position he or she will not be able to tolerate.
This must not be allowed to occur, for severing individual rights is first
of all not right and second of all un-American.
When I hear of anyone tryng to deny another person's rights, it
makes me think that that person is socially uncompatible, doesn't
believe in fruitful relationships, and is out only to make Jaws to deny
people's right&. No single law made by society will be right for all the
people at ali times, nor will any single law prevent an unwanted child
from being unloved, unrespected and uncared for.
WHAT IS IMPORTANT, the sacredness of life itself or what is done
with that life after it emerges into this world?
The parents are held responsible for the conception of the fetus and
they should be held accountable for the continuance of the fetus. There
is nothing in this world that will keep two people from having children
and by no means is contraception a fool-proof method. What happens
when contraceptive methods fail? Will you force those people to live
with an honest mistake, when they believe that the birth of that fetus
will not. res~ It in a productive human life, will hinder their having a
productive life or when they believe that they will not be able to care for
that life properly?
WHEN ONE IS dealing with human life one must remember that
once that fetus is allowed to continue, it will be affected by the environment in which it will grow. Will one force the issue and say that
every fetus must survive to grow in a world that won't care for that
child and thus abolish the reason one cares for the life of the fetus in the
first .place?
. Carin.g for "th~ meaning of life" beyond tner~ life is more significant
1n closmg the hd to Pandora's box than srmply believing life is
significant.

Tire Mountain,

Sp~rlcer

Tracy and
Robert Wagner 11:30 a.m., ch' $).

60/NG?

I

See our professional
sales staff and
certified ski
technicians to help
you select the
top:name ski
equipment just right
for you!

No Way to Treat a Lady, ~Rod

Steiger and George Segal 8 p.m.,
ch. 13.
Lady in a Cage, Oliva de havilland
and Jeff Corey ll:lSp.ht., ch.13.
Tire Stone Killer, 11:30p.m., ch.4.

Dracula Has Risen From the Grave
and starts coffin' 3 p.m., ch. 7.
Hitler: The Last Ten Days, Adolf,
Martin, Herman and the boys10:45
p.m., ch. 7.
Thunderbolt and Lightfoot, Clint
Eastwood and George Kennedy 8

REG. $103.40 ROSSIGNOL
SMASH J SKI PACKAGE
Rossignol Smash J Skis, Salomon 101
Bindings, Junior Smash Poles.

12990

REG. $429.00 ATOMIC
OMPACT SKI PACKAGE
Atomic Compact Skis,
Salomon 222 Bindings,
Compact Ski Poles.

All ski packages
include installation,
hot wax
and engraving.

$215

..

ROSSIGNOL ST COMPETITION SKIS

Museums and Culture

Saturday

Sunday

AI.J10ST.

"The Bob Hope Show" Fri. p.m.,
l'h. 4.
Val de Ia 0 Sat. 3 p.m., ch. 4.
''Halloween with the Addams
Family" Sun. 7 p.m., ch. 4.
Wayne Newton at Sea World, 2
p.m., ch. 7.
Championship Wrestling, 10 a.m.,
ch. 7.

·....

double feature with Monster X
playing himself noon, ch.4.
{1/Hl!lff: YOU

T.V. Specials

T.V. Movies

Sargon·and Samera-"v.s MoffsterX,
When Edward Berman !LOBO Oct. 12) expected Pandora's box to
be opened, he was refusing to accept sociological good as an important
factor in the issue of abortion. Considering sociological good is just as
important as considering the life of the fetus. Abortion is something a
person wouldn't want to be wrong about, so it is important to consider
both, but Mr. Berman confuses the issue by talking of the issue as
being difficult to answer and concludes that society is not
knowledgeable enough to realize life is important.
life is important and should never be put aside, else the lid will be
opened, but people already understand that they shouldn't forget life is
important. And suggesting Pandora's box could easily be opened only
degenerates the ability of humans to think about the worth of any
individual, while in fact we do think about this worth. The issue centers
entirely on whether or not the human fetus has worth, which is the
reason the issue is so volatile. People are thinking about life, but it
appears they cannot obtain common ground on the issue because they
are discussing life in different terms. However, they are already on
common ground: life is important.

sporting goods

7990

Jumping Jacks, Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis noon, ch. 13.
The Last Safari, Stewart Granger
goes ape 11:30 p.m., ch. 13.
Lone Ranger, Jay Silverheels and
Clayton Moore 5 p.m., ch. 4.
'[he African Queen,· Katherine
Hepburn, Humphrey Bogart and
.•
leeches 10:30 p.m., ch. 7.

Life Important

II.

GET THE JUMP
ON SKI SEASON

Platforms

0

·xu

Weekend
Activities

Foam core, reinforced fiberglass construction.

National Atomic Museum shows
movies and exhibits about the
atomic age. Noon to 5 p.m. on Sat.
and Sun. at Kirtland AF Base East.
"We Lived by Animas" an
exhibit of Eskimo Art and
''Children's
Tapestries
of
Harrania," an Egyptian exhibition,
at the Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology. Mon. through Fri. 9
a.m. to 4 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and Sun. I to 5 p.m.
"The History of Lithography:
The First 100 Years," "Tamarind
Suite 15" and "19th Century
Etchings and Wood engravings" at
the Arts Museum in the Fine Arts
Center Tues. through Fri. 10 a.m.
to5 p.m. and Sun. 1 to S p.m.
"Happy Days" a lecture an film
by Brian Levant at Rodey Theatre
on Sun. 4 p.m.

$175
K-2 233 MID SKIS
K-2's lightest, easiest
handling mid-length ski.
Foam core, glass wrap
•
co~;~struction.
·~

*~~"··

~·

Fashion Shows
and Other
Bike ride with the New Mexico
Wheelman on Sun. at 9 a.m.
(cont. on Pllflll 6)

IUcU, fJOt/T
T/1/<e 700 taV6.
I'M GOINe 7lJ NEW
A llANO SWN6

/JP 71/G SlfRE()..

ALL
LEVI'S
by Garry Trudeau
IUHAT'O

YO/J RNR
i!ONI<'i'

I

GIRts!

Now

s11so

t.OTS OP

l:M,I COM&
QIJ!CKt.Y!

~

REG. $12.00
SKITUNE·UP

REG. $85.00 ALPINE DESIGNS
GOOSE DOWN PARKA

• Patch bottoms
• Sharpen edges
· • Hot wax
Win rock only,

Nylon taffeta shell and lining,
goose down fill. Limited sizes
and quantity, mostly ladies'.

through 10/31

lobo
men's
s h0 p

II.CCOK

105 WINROCK CENTER, 293-6060, 9:30-9 Mon.-Fri., 9:30-6 Sat., 12·5 Sun.
308 CENTRAL S.W., DOWNTOWN, 243·3725, 9-5:30 Mon.-Sat.

5 CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLANS: COOK'S CHARGE, MASTER CHARGE, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or LAYAWAY.
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H. Cook stores are located in Albuquerque, El Paso, Santa

Fe,

las Vegas, Phoenix and Tucson.·
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"M11sic Is My Sancll!ary"
Gary Bartz/Capito/ ST 11647
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G~orgian

Dancers

Strings of Bream Upon Us

By JANE QUESNEL
Jalian Bream, a consummate
,;?,
artist excelling on guitar and lute,
will be returning in a special
"
By JANE QUESNEL
z_ The Soviet Gregorian Dancers and the Tbilisi Polyphonic Choir combine • command engagement to Popejoy
Hall, Monday, Oct. ~1, at 8:15
~ spectacular virtuosity and artistry in dance and song. This Soviet troup,
ru' directed by Apollon Kipiani, made their United States debut in 1974, and p.m.
A three~fold career keeps Bream
P.. audiences have been eagerly anticipating their return. This year, their tour
busy most of the y~ar. As a perbrings them to Popejoy Hall, Saturday, Oct. 29 at 8:15p.m.
With dance and musical traditions steeped in the ancient folk music of former, Bream tours almost every
Georgia and the Caucasus, the male dancers are the only ones in the world country of the world, but restricts
to dance "en pointe." The songs are sung by the choir a capella, and range his solo performances in the United
from sacred songs reminiscent of ritual paganism, to marching songs and States to a few weeks each year. As
mountain airs accompanied by native instruments.
What characterizes Gregorian folk music, is its usc of polyphony. A
manuscript collection of hymns dated 988, compiled by Mihail Modrekili
exists as proof of the practice of polyphony as far back as the lOth century.
Although at that time the songs were for two voices, from the 11th century
on, they became the three-voice song which the Tbilisi Choir now performs.
The performance of these exciting dancers and singers is sold out, but
standing room will be available the night of the performance.

·B

"'

a recording artist for RCA, Bream
has earned six awards from the
National Academy of Recording
Arts and Sciences and two Edison
Awards for the best record of the
year(l968 and 1974).
However, Bream is not merely a
solo performer at heart, ;~nd truly
loves playing with his many friends
and colleagues in various chamber
ensemble groups. Bream has
performed with many prominent
string quartets, including the

SUN GLASS HD'QTS
Prescription lenses make
from your old glasses.
Casey ~ptical Co.
(Nnt door to Ca.~CIJ Rnt:~tl Drug)

Lomas at Washington 255-6329

HAY A'\' SHALOM
.

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

RCA Artist JuiiQn BteQm

YOU DESERVE SOME CREDIT
••:YOU'VE
NED It
•

distinguished Gabrieli Quartet. His
home plays host every year to his
own summer arts festival, where
Bream and invited friends and
guest's perform together.
The second part -of Bream's
career involves a vast broadening of
the guitar repertoire. He has
commissioned works and inspired
others from composers such as
William Walton, Hans Werner
Hanze, Richard Rodney Bennett,
and Benjamin Britten. Bream has
also made many transcriptions of
Baroque and Romantic music for
guitar.
Finally, as if all that were not
enough, Bream pursues an active
interest in supporting and encouraging instrumental craftsmen.
His home in Wiltshire has often
been the site of workshops where
guitars, lutes and harpsichords have ·
been painstakingly manufactured.
Juliam Bream should· be seen not
for reasons of his internatioanal
repute, but as an artist who is
consciously involved with all
·
aspects of his craft.

What's
Going On
(cont.1rom

PCl9~

It's Clear Sailing

5)

starting at Popejoy Hall.
Dart Exhibition by the Vassar
D'Artists call265-l061 or 266-2231.
Switzer's and Jody's.fashions at
2225 Wyonting NE Fri. at noon.
Gilbert's fashions at 424
Coronado Center NE Fri. and Sat.,
12:15 p.m.
Turkey Shoot and Tomahawk
throwing contest sponsored by the
Sandia Mountain Lions Club in the
foothills of the Sandias on Sun.
Signs at the intersection North 14
and N.M. 44.
Ski swap at the State Fairgrounds
Agriculture Bldg, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Sat.
Kinky Friedman and "The Texas
J ewboys" will entertain at the
Golden Inn, Golden, N.M. on
N.M. 44 Fri. and Sat.

CHEAP

Once you've earned a college
degree, Ford Motor Credit
Company thinks you've earned
the opportunity to have credit
too. That's, why we developed
a finance plan that gives
special consideration to college
graduates and seniors within
four months of graduating. •
If you presently have a job
or can supply proof of future
employment, you may be eligible
for financing on any new Ford
or Lincoln-Mercury product. And
this financing can be tailored to fit your
own personal budget-from delaying your
first payme.nt for up to three months, to a plan where
your monthly payments start out small and gradually
increase each year-even 48 month financing, if needed. • •
If you don't have a job.lined up just yet, keep Ford Credit in mind', because you
can still take advantage of this special plan for up to one year after you graduate.
Ford Credit wants to give you the credit you deserve. Ask for us at any Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury 'Clealer.
*Where permitted by law.
• 'For example, contract dated Deoembei' 15, 1977; Cash Price $5,300.00; Total Down Payment
$800.00; Amount Financed $4,500.00; FINANCE. CHARGE. $1,806.09; ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE 14.35%; Deferred Payment Price $7,406.09.
Payment schedule: first payment due March 15, 1978; 45 payments consisting of: first 9 monthly
payments of $117.40; next 9 monthly payments of $130.85; next 9 monthly payments of $145.84;
next 9 monthly payments of $162.55; and 9 monthly payments of $177.37.
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Compiled by ROBERT SPIEGEL
The Planets: With a new bass player and an additional woman
vocalist, the "new" Planets wiH keep their home bar, Ned's on Central,
spinning this weekend.
Frank Larrabee: The Larrabee group, featured in yesterday's Lobo, will
wrap up their engagement at the Albuquerque Inn Friday and Saturday
nights. Sunday the group will be at the Golden Inn in Golden doing their
country material.
Dave Ain't Here: One of Albuquerque's progressvive groups, Dave
Ain't Here, will be opening for the Kinky Friedman show out at the
Golden Inn at Golden this Friday and Saturday at 6 p.m.
Traveller: If you were "Stranded" at Uncle Nasty's {4418 Central) this is
the band you want to hear. Travel in and see them this weekend at Nasty's.
H. Hopper; Though their name is a mystery, their music is not. They
definitely do not fall into the "Suit and Tie" routine. They'll be playing
their rock and >oil at Alfalfa's (5001) Lomas) this weekend.
L.B. Cottonwood: This progressive country band, with a song slated for
the Enchantment album, will keep the Apollo (Lomas at San Mateo)
swinging this weekend.
Tocoma: a Western band from Texas, Tacoma will play at the Chelsea
Street .Pub this Friday and Saturday.
Ozone Express: Bringing their country down from Santa Fe, this versatile group will keep the Headquarters (on Central) entertained, surprised
and, of course, dancing. They'll be playing through Saturday.
Made in the Shade: This is a band not to be missed. I If you haven't
heard their version of "Steam Heat," get down to the Establishment
(Montgomery Plaza) this weekend. As well as being good to dance to, this
group is worth listening to closely.
Cosmic Charlie: There':; nothing like a good rock and roll band. Cosmic
Charlie will be at the Friar's Pub on Lomas this weekend.
Out of the Blue: ·They just dropped in a(the Friar's East (just North of
the freeway on Wyoming).
Gypsy James Show: They'll play their "funky rock and roll" at Okies
this weekend.

Pianist Morton Shoenfeld will
play Chopin at Keller Hall at Fri.
8:15p.m., for$1.00.
"The Ride Across Lake Constance" at lhe Vortex theatre 106-A
Yassa SE, for $2.50.
New Mexico Federation of Music
Clubs presenting its ·annual
Scholarship Benefit Concert at 8:15
in Keller Hall on Sat., for $1.50.
UNM Concert Choir on Sun. at
8:15p.m. at Keller Hall.
An eveining of Videographic
Cinema at Rodey Theatre Sat. 7:30
p.m.
Regional Conference on-Women
and the Law through Sun. at the
UNM Law School and the 4
Seasons, 2500 Carlisle NE.
On the Waterfront, Marlon
Bran do and Rod Steiger at the SUB
on Fri., 7 and9:15 p.m., $1.00,
F for Fake by Orson Welles at
SUB Sat., 7 and 9:15p.m., $1.00.

"Clear Saifin' "/Chris Hiflman
Asylum Records7E-1104
By ROBERT SPIE(:EL
Having been a founding member
of the Byrds, The Flying Burrito
·Brothers, Manassas and the
Souther-Hillman-Furay Band, it
would be natural to have high
expectations for Chris Hillman's
second· solo album. But "Clear
Sailin' "just doesn't soar that high.
The influences from all
Hillman's past musical involvements are present, but for the most
part, the music never rises above
MOR Califoria rock. The music is
definitely well-played, but little of it
is memorable. The songs, mostly
co-written by Hillman himself, are
predictable L.A. country. Neither
the lyrics nor the music offers anything fresh. Like so many other
L.A. artists, Hillman attempts an
old Motown song, "Ain't That
Peculiar." Hillman's rendition is so
soft all the spirit and punch of the
original is lost completely.
There are two songs on the album
where Hillman's talents come
through with full force, "Clear
Sailin' " and Carole Bayer Sager's
"Heartbreaker." Both songs are
done with sensitivity and
imagination. These are gentle songs

that sway and build. The songs start
out good, then Hillman takes them
through all their possibilities.
Hillman manages this with the ease
and control of a master. Unfortunately it is only on these two
songs that Hillman shows that it
was no simple coincidence that he
was one of the initial figures in the
development of California rock
styles. However, the rest of the
album just isn't up to the caliber of
Hillman's potential.

talented 'production staff, Gary
Music Is My Sanctuary puts G~ry S:
Bartz owns and makes this album.
Bartz up from. It is by no means a !:l
Music ls My Sanctuaty makes the monotonous album, it features 8'
listener feel good. On each side some very nice production, and 0
By BRIAN MATTHEWS
there are three cuts - all of them excellent music. Hy all means, get $,
enjoyable.
Needless to say the behind this one. A minus.
r
Gary Bartz is a musician of
0
and
quality
arc
musical
sound
0'
extreme talent. Music Is' My
9
Sanctuary is an album that will h~lp outstanding, but there is something
0
you. understand that. It is on a else to this album. There is some
g
cla~sic material on this LP. Bartz
0
different level than any other Bartz
0'
and
the
Mizell
brothers
take
off
on
release.
~
But .one must understand that "Sweet Thing" - the cut features
some scat singing, along with the
·""'"'
Gary Bartz is always different and always good, Just ask McCoy memories of Donald Byrd's early
Tyner or Donald Byrd, If you're sound. Another highlight on the
really interested, and the issue is on album is Bartz's version of Skip
being different (original), just ask Scarborough's "Love Ballad.'' It is
Miles Davis. Bartz was a member of mellow, with Bartz's alto sax
his band, that included: Chick dominating and excellent vocals by
Corea, Airto, Keith Jarrett, Jack Syretta.
DeJ ohnette, Michael Henderson,
Mtume and Reggie Lucas- in 1974
it was named "Band of the Year"
by Playboy Magazine.
Gary Bartz treats music much
like a religion. Everyone realizes
that music can be an uplifting force
- when you're upset or down, you
put on some music. Music can take
you out of that frame of mind or
mood. With Bartz t.here is much of
the same type of thinking. Bartz's
music not only teaches, it serves as
a pacifier. His music is like that.
Music Is My Sanctuary marks the
return of producers Fo nee and
Larry Mizell, (who have produced
Donald Byrd, Bobbi Humphries,
the Blackbyrds as well as the up and
coming group, LTD.) The Mizell
brothers have a certain knack for
The Peugot moped has a tank that holds almost a gallon.
getting an artist over. Just by
And
a gutsy engine that delivers up to 150 miles to the gallon
picking up the album and reading
So
you can probably ride your Peugot all week before you
the back cover, you can see the job
have to flll'er up again.
the producers have put together ls'ntltamazinghowfar
PEUGEOT
Syretta Wright, vocals - guitarist,
a half dollar will go these days?
David T. Walker, Wa Wa Watson
and John Rowan - Eddie HenOPEN Sat. 9·6 Sun. 12·5
derson and Ray Brown, trumpets
- Larry Mizell and Cables on
keyboards - percussion, Mtume
and Bill Summers - drummers,
James Gadson and Howard Kingand lastly Curtis Roderson and
3222 Central SE 268·3949
Welton Gite playing the bass. But,
we've restored the old Goodwill bldg.
besides the session musicians and

FILL 'ER UP, 501
-:J..J...N\opeC

Beware Of'

moonlight
madness
Coming To Budget
To.pes & Records

ffiondny Oct. 31
Chtls Hillman

Two Locations: 2222 Central S.E.
o.nd 4517 Central N.E.

MOPED BIKE
DEALEB··towAs
$(199
14102ndNW
150
.G
JOE HEASTON MO'J'Ol\ CO·
Models availahl<:" ith oil CIIJCC!Or
Oldest Mop< c• dealer in N.M.
Call Don ul 247·2404 for
~rect information on Mopeds
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··::.Jt Constance On Tonight

The Weekend movie Watch

00
N

Compiled Uy GEOUGE GESNEU
o
and
DAN HUMENICK
.D
j
Star Wars: A skywalker meets a
2:1 fairy princess. The wizard of geritol
·;;:; docs b'attlc with an asthmatic
~ villain, A cool macho pilot and a
·~ timid long-haired blue-eyed co-pilot
::1€ fly th,e friendly galaxies. These
matchups make up one of the best
motion pictures of the year. You
need not be forced to sec the movie
c;<;" but go see it anyway at the Mall
~ Cinema at noon, 2:30, 5, 7:30 and
P.. 10 p.m.
Crypt of Dark Secrets: In the
tomb of shadows, disgusting slabs
frolic with hellish abandon planning monstrous deeds of doom.
Chief among these hideous notions:
sexual penetratio(l of a beautiful
nympha. Arggggh. Take a demonic
loo~ at madness at the Galeria at 7
and 9 p.m.
Carrie: "A masterpiece.'' "A
scorcher." Sissy Spacek turns in (so
will your stomach) a beautiful per-

z"

formance in Brian DePalma's
visually stunning horror story that
transcends its genre. Don't be
discouraged about John Travolta
being in this film; you'll get over it.
Let your Halloween fantasies
wander at M Plaza, Galeria,
East\lale and Rio Rancho Cinem<I
at 7:15 and 9:15p.m.
Uobby Deerfield: Who is he?
Find out at the M Plaza at I, 7 and
9:30p.m. Review on P. 9.
Joseph Andrews: Would you
want to pass up the cleavage of
Ann-Margret? Joseph Andrews
doesn't. This bawdy film seems
related to our mischievous pal Tom
Jones. Adventures and sex can be
yours at the Louisiana Blvd.
Cinema.
Harold and Maude: This
combination comes up with the
results you would get when you
combine the "Little old lady from
Pasadena" with Dennis the
Menace. This film does a lot to

bridge the generation gap. The
dynamic duo is at the Louisiana
Blvd. Cinema showing at 2, 3;50,
5:40,7:30 and 9;20 p.m.
Orc11 and King Kong: Two hugely
budgeted
Dina DiLaurentis
monster epics that failed to live up
to expectations. Everybody's pal
Jeff (bladder) Bridges stars with der
big ape and Richard (nipple) Harris
is der killer whale's Jove ·interest.
Catch the torrid love scenes 11t the
Louisiana Blvd. Cinema at I: 30, 3,
5:30, 7 and 9:30p.m.
Kentucky Fried Movie: Contrary
to popular belief not one strand of
Colonel Sanders' white hair can be
seen. Thill movie does not suffer
from tunnel vision and is indeed
funny. You can take your yen to the
Cinema East and get your fill of
laughter at 7:30 and 9:20p.m.

Due to popular demand
20th Century-Fox presents
the original. ..

WI:J~S*II
Roar once
again with
the original
movie cast...

Donald
Sutherland
~s

HA'II'lltl£

Elliotl
Gould

A~IRJ.ff'tRIOitN

Jo.n-ffilcho.el VIncent
of Do.!" no. tlon Alley

JoAnn
Pflug

Robert

Duvall

ASM~tiJRBURrf$

ASU DI>H

Sally
Kellerman
ASHOTU~

FM94
ROCK Ml DNITE SHOW
MANN THEATRES

WIN ROCK WI~~~(K
, __ _ _ _ 298-5445 _ _ _,
FOX

CENTER

Saturday
All Seats
Just 94c

Rolling Thunder: If you enjoy
sadism, · this flick will give you
orgasms. Paul Schraeder's screen:
play is an incomprehensible rip-off
of his own Taxi Driver and that's
not fare. This pointless an..d
repellent bloodbath is at the
Cinema East and the Ranestorm
starts at 7:45 and 9:45 p.m.
· Starship Invasions: What
happens when the "Man from
Uncle" meets Count Dracula? If
you think this is off course, wait till
you see the movie. Why have they
come to the Coronado Four at I :30,
3:30, 5:30, 7;30 arid 9:30p.m.?
You Light Up My Life: Trapped
between a life as a comedienne and
a life as a singer, a young girl

chooses to tallow her dream. Th1s
movie just happens to be the vehicle
for Debby Boone's career. Light up
your life at the Coronado Four at
I ;45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45 and 9:45p.m.
Oh (;oct!: If you see a supreme
being with a cigar in his mouth, it's
George Burns. A young novice
named John Denver plays a supermarket
assistant
manager.
Showtimes are 1:40, 3;40, 5:40,
7:40, and 9:40 p.m. at the
Coronado Four.
I Never Promised You A Rose
Garden: Like a rose, Kathleen
Quinlan is pretty, yet the thorns of
insanity are trying to prick her.
Acting is good and the drama is
intense at the Coronado Four at
1:50, 3:50, 5:50, 7:50, and 9:50
p.m.
A Piece of the Action: Sidney
Poitier and Bill Cosby aren't very
nice people, but when James Earl
Jones comes along the criminal
instinct seems to go to beneficial
ends, Find your piece of the action
at the Los Altos Twin at I :20, 7 and
9:40p.m.
The Chicken Chronicles: Phil
Silvers clucks and chortles his way
through a brief cameo in this
unusual story about fowl intellectuals and their secret diaries.
(That's a lie. This movie has
nothing to do with chickens, and
that's a plucking shame. Actually
it's another American Graffiti
mutant.) When the lights get t1Jrned
off at Los Altos Twin kids get
turned on at 1;45, 7:30 and 9:20
p.m.
Darby O'Clill and the Little
People: Well, those little munchkins are back. Showtimes are
12:30, 2;10 3:50, 5:35, 7;15 and 9
p.m.

Fantasia: The splendid re-release
of this adventure into sigh~ and
sound is showing at the Hiland
Theatre. Mickey Mouse puts in a
stint as the sorcerer's apprentice.
Showtimes are I, 3:10, 5;20, 7:30
and 9:40 p.m.
The Deep: This is the follow-up
to Jaws at the Far North Cinema.
Nick Nolte swims good. Jacqueline
Bisset does a lot for wet !-shirts.
Lou Gossett has a tasty head. Eli
Wallach goes up in smoke. Robert
Shaw rhymes with jaw. Murray the
Eel always takes a little more than
he can chew.
Outlaw Josey Wales: Excellent
Clint Eastwood western, possibly
his best ever. Sondra Locke is the
woman who nearly gets raped and
she acts good too. Show times are 7
and 9:30 p.m. at Far North
Cinema.
Murder By Death: A great title, I
say, We have looked for .clues of
cohesiveness and plot structure:
we're still looking. Alec Guinness,
Nancy Walker and Peter Sellers try
to liven up the proceedings at the
Far North Cinema at 7:40 and 9:30
p.m.
The Virgin ,and the Gypsy: A
filmed version of D.H. Lawrence's
famous novella. Franco Nero is the
virgin. Joanna Shimkus is the
gypsy. Bulbo "Frank" Smith plays
the man with the hemorrhoids at
Dori Panchos.
Mash: No longer as risque as it
must have seemed back in 1970, this
is still a hilarious yet saddening
anti-wat comedy. Elliot Gould and
Donald Sutherland star in Robert
Altman's "landmark." (It made
vulgarity respectable). The midnight show at the Fox ..

&
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The. Vortex presentation of the Albuquerque premiere of German "~
pla~nght Peter Handke's The Ride Across Lake Constance opens "'
tomght.
· ?:i.

8

Handke, also a poet and novelist, explores the power of language and t:l
the n~ture of re~lity.in this "disturbing and perplexing" play.
~
. Tht? produ~llon ~s acted by the Performing Arts Collective under the r<
d1rect1on of Lmda I cterson who starred in the title role of the successful g.
LuAnn Hampton Laverty Oberlander,
!?

$?

The play begins at 8 p.m.and the admission is $2.50. The performances 8
will be on Oct. 28, 29, and 30; Nov. 4, 5, 6, II, 12, and 13. Located in the ;:r
alley off of Vassar just south of Central, the Vortex is a small, intimate ;::,
theater with a capacity of one-hundred. I am small, intimate Lobo writer -""
with a capacity of one,

Scotplon moto-ctoss on Do.mno.tlon Alley

Damnation Alley· Falls Out
"Damnatinon Alley", directed by
Jack Smight, is playing at the
Lobo.

Damnation Alley is a stupid
make a fortune. As with Smight's
previous Midway, Damnati011 Alley movie, even by Smight's standards.
has a "revolutionary" speaker The man responsible for Airport
system (this time called Sound 360) 1975 has filled this science-fiction
By DAN HUMENICK
turned to full volume that ap- "epic" with glaring idiocies that
Jack Smight, who is tied with parently was intended lo heighten even the dullest of minds will refuse
Andrew V. McLaglen as this the audience's senses but actually to accept.
Consider; The world has been
country's worst film director has a does nothing more than give them
blasted by a nuclear war, leaving
new movie out that will probably irritating headaches.
few survivors, yet only two years
after the disaster, George Peppard
and, Jan-Michael Vincent hop
around gleefully in the open air
with no harmful affects from the
Bobby Deerfield, directed by Sydney Pollack is playing at theM-Plaza.
radiation that has mutated insects
By DAN HUMENICK
and has transformed the color of
the sky into shifting variants of
·orange
and
green.
Other
Love stories are on the comeback and 1977 has offered filmgoers two
foolishness
lingers,
but
is
not
worth
good ones: Woody Allen's Annie Hall and Sydney Pollack's new Bobby
mentioning.
Deerfield. Pollack's film is much more somber than Allen's and it is not as
original or memorable, but it is entertaining and rewarding nonetheless.
Indeed, Damnation Alley is such
AI Pacino is Bobby Deerfield, an emotionless race-car driver living in a bad movie that nothing much can
Paris. Deerfield is a rather curious fellow who is insensitive to his family, be said about it without getting
his girl and his fans. He doesn't care about anything except racing- and overly hostile. However, a helpful
he isn't too excited about that either. Deerfield visits an injured fellow warning is necessary; If you Jove
driver at a hospital, and while there he meets Lillian (played by Black movies or science-fiction, skip this
Sunday's Martha Keller) who, at first glance, appears to be a lunatic. one. It is trash in both categories.
Scarcely has she introduced herself when she assaults Deerfield with an odd
assortment· of "'probing" questions which he fends off with brief,
uninteresting replies.
Deerfield agress to give Lillian a ride to her home, and during the trip he
finds her conversation and personality unfathomable. There is, however,
something "irresistable" about her, and when he drops her off at her
house and travels back to his girl and his life, he, of course, cannot gel her
out of his mind.
So he ignores,his girl and starts' seeing Lillian regularly. She keeps telling
him that taking chances in driving around unerringly in circles is such a
bore. A,nd he realizes he !ayes her. He also soon realizes why Lillian is such
a strange person; she is suffering from a terminal sickness.
From there, the film follows the slow change in Deerfield's personali~y
from unresponsive dullard to a person attempting and wanting to be with
other people. The change is not a total transformation, or the movie would
be a fantasy. Deerfield basically remains the same, only he winds up wiser
and more human.
This is not the most original of plots, but it is done, with compassion and
style, rather than the sickly sentimentality of.Love Story.
Pacino is persuasive in a role that can be considered a· reversal of his
in the
·
Michael Corleone role in the Godfather movies. Here, he starts off lifeless
and eold and eventually becomes a more emotional and accessible person.
Marthe Keller was a bizarre choice to play Lillian. It is difficult to understand why Deerfield loves Lillian, because Keller's performance, while
well-done, does not dazzle or mesmerize us, the audience, which it should
Friday, October 28
have done. We should fall in love with Lillian, too, but we don't, muting·
the impact considerably, though not completely.
!Funk and Soul, Rock and Roll
Anny Duperey, who plays Deerfield's mistress, may have been better
choice for the major female role. She 'is very beautiful, and she appears to
be an excellent actress, but she is stuck with a boring pat, so one cannot be
sure.
,
I missed Pollack's The Way We Were, but I caught his two thrillers, The
Yakuza and 3 Days of the Condor. On the basis of these two dull films, I
Saturday, Oct.ober 29
didn't think Pollack could make an interesting film, but I was wrong.
The KID D'S got it- and the KID OS give
While Bobby Deerfield may not be great, it is intelligent and is lovely
entertainment that certainly rates as one of the best movies of the year.
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1977's Love Stor,y
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Boogie To:

Traveller

Scene 1rom "Sto.r Wo.ts"
Frldo.y: ffio.rlon Bro.ndo In
On The Waterfront

The Union

(sub)
Theo.tre
7:00 o.nd 9:15

7 Nites 4418 Central S.E.

So.turdo.y:
Orson Welles
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Each Night, There Will Be A
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1125.00 to the winne••

UNCLE NASTY'S

Lunches Monday Thru Saturday

~§PANCHO'~

it

Admission Prices
Students
it,h UN.M 10, Plus One Gt•~•t
81.0.0each
Public:.-82.00 each
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Intoxication A Blockbuste•
''In 1oxicatlon' '/Ro ry
Ulock/Chrysalis-1157
By BRIAN MATTHEWS
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Traces of gospel, a lot of rock,
some blues and soul are present
here. Rory Block has been expressing her environment since the
age of three, and on her third solo
album, Rory Block seems destined

Disco Love o.nd Kisses

0
,.... "Love and Kisses"/Cusablancn NBLl' 7063
~
Uy DAVID CRASSII!S COOKSEY
.
A.
This is a pure disco album, Commg out of Montreal, th1s album
consists of two cuts, one on each side. The cuts are: "I Found Love" side
.j, "Accidental Lover" side 2.
Typical disco arrangement with repeated rhythms and a ste~dy bass
drum beat driving throughout the entire album. For those that hke pure
disco music, this album belongs in your collection. But be careful that you
do not confuse the two songs, which is not very hard to do. C. minus.

Burke's LCAW

for good things,
Intoxication is a nice LP. Rory
Block is the spirit of several women
performers, Aretha Franklin is just
one of those spirits. Block seems to
project her voice from down, deep
inside herself.
At times it's light, some times it's
heavy with definite gospel roots (as
in the cut backed by Rev. James
Cleveland's Choir) and even racy.
Naturally, she is backed by several
able musicians - and she often
handles the the keyboards with
much temperment.
Rory Block's lnloxicalion
worth listenin to. n.

is

Rnm's Thrill
'"Thrillington/Capitol ST-11642
By JANE QUESNEL
In this album, Paul McCartney's Ram has been magically
transformed into an orchestral
production by Percy "Thrills"
Thrillington. Cut at the Abbey
Road Studios in England, this is
one of the rare examples where pop
vocal music, has been adapted
successfully, capturing the flavor of
the original.

Roty Block

Sly Sick
Down is nature's lightest insulator.
See our full line of outdoor clothing
at New Mexico's complete backpacking/mountaineering shop.
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Ylllderne••
Centre
2421 San'Pedro NE

266-8113

"Sly, Slick and IHcked"/JuPar
Jp6-1003Sl
By BRIAN MATTHEWS
Sly, Slick and Wicked are actually in Motown Records new
lineup. ·And one thing that has
plagued some Motown artist lately
is real depth.
Sly, Slick and Wicked is by no
means a complete album. You find
yourself constantly picking up the
tone arm and checking out the next
cut - but they are all on the same
level, and that's too bad. D.

Vieni Uurke/Dark Horse (WU)/
DH3022
By BRIAN METTHEWS
Mr. Burke plays a pretty mean
bass. At one time he sang with his
brothers when they were named the
''5
Stairsteps", and even
progressed with them when they
changed their names to the
"Stairsteps."
Keni has decided to go at it on his
own. First, he went through extensive session work with some of
the.best in the business, and finally
Burke found a record company to
help channel his sound and ideas.
There is something extremely
pleasurable about Keni Burke.
Even though this is his ·first solo
LP, Burke goes through some
numbers in particular: "You Are
All Mine", "Day" and "It's the
Last Time" like a. vet of any
recording studio. Burke wrote or
helped write all nine selections on
this album and also handled all the
production chores. By the way,
Keni Burke was signed to Dark
Horse Records by the principle
owner - a fellow by the name of
George Harrison, who isn't a bad
purveyor of music himself. B plus.
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C.J. Jones To Start at Quarterback

Lobo~Aggie
Uy PETER MADRID
· LOBO Sports Writer
Throw out the record books this
weekend and reach for your Lobo
pennant or Aggie pennant and look
forward to another classic UNMNew Mexico State showdown.
The 'Pack will travel to Las
Cruces Saturday afternoon and
tangle with the Aggies for the 68th
time. A crowd of 12,500 is anticipated to be on hand at Memorial
Stadium for the game which wi.ll be
State's homecoming-tilt.
The Lobes are known to have
bad luck with homecoming games.
Last year the Aggies schocked the
'Pack and saved the job of their
coach Jim Bradley with a 16-7 upset
win. The contest was UNM's
homecoming game.
Last weekend in Fort Collins,
Colo., the Lobes were nipped bv

the Rams 14-9 in Colorado State's
homecoming game. The Lobes will
be considered spoilers if they can
beat the Ags this weekend and ruin
State's homecoming activities.
The 'Pack can put a damper on
State's homecoming festivities if
the offense, quarterbacked by C. J.
Jones, can generate scoring drives
and if the defense can stop those of
NMSU.
The Aggies are coming off a
narrow 7-6 victory over TexasArlington in a mud-bowl type of
game.
The Lobes, who lost to CSU, had
numerous chances to score as the
Rams coughed the ball up four
times. The Lobes were not without
their own turnovers either.
UNM coach Bill Mondt said, .
"Both teams (UNM and CSU)
made some crucial errors in the first

Richard Hewson's orchestral
arrangements are intuitive versions
of McCartney's songs. Managing to
convey the satirical nature of
McCartney's unheard lyrics,
Hewson has created a number of
fine instrumental cuts, totally
devoid of muzak.

Grid Showdown Setf
half, and we were just unable to
punch in the touchdown that could
have turned the game in our
favor.''
Talking on the upcoming Lobo
game with the Aggies, Mandt said,
"In a state rivalry you can expect
the unexpected, and the past few
years have shown this, We want to
use this game to get back on the
winning track, but we know after
last year that it won't be easy."
Lobo fullback Mike Williams' 98
yards against the Rams ranks the
junior from El Paso 22nd in the
nation with a 105.9 yards per game
average.
With Mandt's move to start C.
J., the Lobes should come out
passing. It is almost certain that
split end Preston Dennard is hungry
for some passes to come his wav.
The game will begin at I :30 p.m.
and Mike Roberts of KOB radio
wilJ do the play-by-play.
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JUAREZ
TEDUILA

When you're giving a party ...
Why not be the smarty ...
& plan a FIESTA WITH PUNCH!
Then your friends won't be r•roov ....,
And they'll drink hale and neany ..."'t;..,
'Cause JUAREZ is the
"BEST A THE BUNCH"!

•

GOLD OR SILVER
lt-lroATED & OOTIU!D BY TECUII.AJALISCO
ST. I.OUIS. MJ. 00 PROOf:

Recommended cuts include "Too
Many People," "Uncle Albert/ Admiral Halsey," and "Back
Seat. of My Car."

.Hot Jethto
"Jethro Burns"
Flying Fish Records FF-042
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
With all the old-time country
musicians trying their hands at rock
and roll lately, I suppose it is not
surprising that Jethro Burns, of
Homer and Jethro, should give it a
try. What is surprising is that he is
so good at it. His version of
"Sitting On Top Of the World"
may not be as heavy as the
Cream's; but it is obvious that
Burns has the ol' rock and roll spirit
in his soul.
But this is only one aspect of
Jethro Burns. The album covers a
multitude of musical styles; jazz,
bluegrass, folk, swing and even an
up-tempo waltz. His mandolin
playing, whatever the style, is
simply superb. He has also
surrounded himself with excellent
musicians. Vassar Clements plays
some of his best fiddle on "After
You've Gone," a piece that exists
somewhere between jazz and bluegrass. Diane Holmes' vocal on
"Don't Get Around Much
Anymore" is one of the highlights
of the album. It contains some of
the best instrumental music I've
heard since Les Paul and Chet
Atkins did an album together.

All Even·
'"Thorn on the Rose"/Even
Stevens/Electra 7E-1113
By ROBERT SPIE(;EL
This is the first singing adventure for songwriter Even
Stevens. As a songwriter, Stevens
leans toward She! Silverstein, so it's
not surprising that six of, the nine
songs were written by Silverstein,
two of which were co-written with
Stevens. The songs are the slick
witty, humorous fare so popular
with Nashville artists.
Steven's clear, precise voice is a
. good vehicle for these songs. He
offers nothing particularly new
vocally or musically, but the album
is solid and well-paced. The closest
the album gets to depth is with two
melodramatic, Chapinesque tales
of sold-out lives and lonely nights.
But these songs are too heavily
burdened with pretention.
However, the ligh~, humorous
songs which dominate the record
. are fresh and delightful. I doubt
this album will make Stevens a
singing star, (his voice· lacks any
distinctive identity) but the album is
a good showcase for some very
funny songs by both Silverstein and
Stevens.

LOBO photo by Phyllis Kushner

UNM football coach Bill Mondt, a win will bring easier
breathing to him and his staff.

GRAND OPENING
Dcl.27&28
Expandinr:t
aurmenu

Hatda~;~s

?UM

CarnedBeef
Pastrami
and mare
Chica~;~a Style

'•7-1181

2nd sandwich 1/2 rice

1here's no place like

3500 Central Ave. S.E.
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Miners In Tovvn;
Lobo Harriers Ready
Coach Bill Silverberg said, "This
By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
week has been the best week of
The national champs Texas-EI workouts we've had all season
Paso arc coming to town Saturday long."
and a newly inspired Lobo cross
Peter Butler, who was said to
country team will be on the North have had some attitude problems,
Golf course at lO a.m. ready to ran "stronger than heck",
Silverberg· said.
compete.
The Lobos, plagued by some
Butler has had some extra in·
illnesses and attitude problems last spiration as he has been chosen to
week, are apparently in their best compete on the Canadian National
team in a meet in Australia this
.form.
December,
Silverberg said top UNM runner
Harrison
Koroso
"had
a
tremendous workout" Wednesday.
UTEP will have men who placed
eighth, l0th,l5th and 40th in last

Makero of Hond Mode
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Collectors Items!

·-

1977 Homecoming
T -shirts are
still on sale.
Get yours now for
only $3.50
Call:
Charles Padilla 277-5276
Julie Lenhart 277-2179
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Intramural
Results
Last weekend the co-ree team of
Marla Higgins and Ron Jacobsen
beat seven other co-ree teams to
capture the Intramural racquetball
championship.
Higgins, who earlier this semester
won the women's single crown, is a
physical education major. Jacobsen .
is the varsity wrestlinp; coach.

In other Intramural action, the
three-person softball team of the
Navy ROTC upset the heavily
favored Sag Suckers in the finals by
a score of7-3.
Leading the NROTC, what is
more commonly called ,?.•yer-theline softball, ,w~re Jeff.:.Bacqy;Ross,
Dickerson and Ron Anderson.
The SaJi Suckers were Dave
Boldt, Scott Noll and Jon Tregear.
Over-the-line had six teanls last
year and 18 were entered in
competition this year.
Also, in the Intramural finals of
the Volleyball competition, Hsin Su
Li, which is translated quick and
powerful, defeated the IM Staff
Team in three matches,
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· . Candi.Kane
Homecoin1ng Queen

year's NCAA championship,
running this Saturday. Wilson
Waigwa, who finished sixth
nationally for UTEP last year, is
the only man gone from the
championship team of last year.
"If you run fast times during
practice, you should be able to run
them during the meets," Silverberg
said.
New Mexico State, who is trying
to get ready for the Misouri Valley
Conference meet, will join the
Lobos and the Miners, but are not
expected to do much in the way of
challenging the WAC teams.
David Segura, from Santa Fe,
who was ill last week is "coming
along real well. He looks good,"
Silverberg said.

The husband-wife team of Dan
and Lorraine Lester took second
place honors in the event.
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Saturday afternoon in Las Cruces, C. J. Jones will no ·longer be
called UNM's second string quarterback for he will start against the
Aggies in the annual UNM-NMSU football rivalry game,
How successful will this move be though?
THIS SATURDAY'S starting spot for Jones came as a result of the
Wichita State and Colorado State games in which he relieved Noel
Mazzone.
·
Jones earned the starting position as he took the Lobos 47 yards to
score in the closing moments of UNM's homecoming game when
Mazzone was shaken up on the previous set of plays.
Last Saturday at Fort Collins, Jones came in for Mazzone and took
the 'Pack 80 yards in eight plays to score UNM's only touchdown of
the game tossing a 24-yard pass to Walt Arnold.
AFTER THE LOBO'S not-so-dazzling showing in the last five
games, Mazzone's job has not been the only one in question. Head
coach Bill Mandt needs to win the next five games if he intends to stay
on for next year.
UNM Athletic Director Lavon McDonald and UNM President Bud
Davis say they are behind Mandt and his staff I 00 per cent. But what
does the other percentage, the fans and Lobo Boosters think?
A(;AIN THE FACT that UNM has had one of the hardest
schedules in "college football this season to play arrises. If this is true,
then why, when the Lobos played Wichita State, did it take the 'Pack
until the final minutes of the game to win?
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THERE IS NOTHING that says they can't win all of them, except
maybe for statistics. The Lobo defense, going thrpugh a ·rebuilding
year, has allowed 247 points while the offense has scored 130.
In Las Cruces this weekend, let's hope the offense can put more
points on the board and the defense can keep playing the way it did
against the Rams. If both of these come true, the Lobos can breathe a
little easier.

L0 b 0 H a p pen 1•n g S
VOLLEYBALL _ For the next
two weekends, the Lobo WOII)en
will host conference schools in
matcljes at UNM. All the games
~wiltb~.played at Johnson Gym.
The women will host the
University ~f Utah tonight a.t 7:30.
Sa!urday mght the women Will h?st
Bngham Young. The followmg
week UNM will entertain New
Mexico State and T.exas-EI Paso.
RUC;BY - The UNM rugby
team will take on the Santa Fe
rugby team Saturday at I :30 p.m.
on the Johnson Fields.
Santa Fe defeated UNM earlier in
the season 10-6, and this weekend's
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game should be just as evenly
matched.
UNM is still aching from a 38-0
trouncing at the hands of the
·Albuqu,erque Aardvark~, UNM's
cross-town rival. The UNM rugby
team's record stands at 2-3-0.
CRICKETT- The UNM cricket
club will hold a cricket tournament
this Saturday morning on the
Johnson Fields.
SKIING - The UNM ski team
will sponsor a clinic Saturday and
Sunday at the New Mexico State
Fairground. Saturday the clinic will
run from 1()..12 a.m. and 2-4 p.m.
Sunday the clinic will be restricted
to the afternoon session.

Around The WAC

Could
150MPG
helP. your

Western Athletic Conference leader Brigham Young take its unblemished 3-0 WAC mark to Tucson, Ari. this weekend against the
Arizona Wildcats in a key match-up Saturday.
Second place Arizona State will travel to Salt Lake City, Utah to tangle
with the Utes, who are currently in sixth place in the standingr..
In the only other WAC game this weekend, third place Colorado State
will travel to Laramie, Wyo. to take on the fourth place Cowboys.
In the only non-WAC game, New Mexico State will host the UNM
Lobos in the annual Land of Enchantment Bowl. Texas-El Paso is idle.

buaget?

Uolted Campus ffilnlstry

GRAN SPORT
with
oil injection

GARELLI
GARELLI
GARELLI

ONE WEEK SPECIAL

S425

J.OE HEASTON MOTOR CO.
1410 2nd NW 247-2404

6:30p.m. Frido.,y: Singing Group
7:30p.m. Frido._y: R & R
Rest, Recreation and Sharing Fun

9:15 o..m. College Sundo.,y School Closs
Central United methodist Church
1 block west of UNm - 215 Pine NE

6:30p.m. Sundo.,y: Powergroup

HGIIoween Costume PGtty
The Williamson home- 7301 marble NE

PetsonGI Counseling

Always Available
United ffilnistry Center

1801 Las Lomas NE

.
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Sweetest girl on campus.
called contest greatest thing since her beagle had pups.
Blue eyes blonde .and what a beauty! During ceremony ride around stadium,.
distracted dnvef ran into goal post. Candi drinks lite Beer from Miller because it's less filling .
can't afford to get filled up. You guessed it, she's also a cheerleader.
spends spare time in Atlantic City practicing runway walk.

Lite' Beer from Miller.
Everything you always wanted in a beer. And less.

247-0497

One block North of Schole's Hall

Positive, Joyful otld ChrlstiM
SpoMored b.!:l the Dls<::lpfes of Christ, the
United Chv;ch of Chlfst,Unlted methodist Church,
and. the United Presb,!lterlon Church In the USfl.
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Bryant Cont. . . .
jo c1i~~~~~,~~~·:C~Qial>,
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including conductor Arthur Fiedler and ice skater
Peggy Fleming, both of whom have already prepared ads.
· ·
Taylor has no direct say over Bryant's contr~ct with the Citrus Com··
0
'8 mission, which runs through August, and Commission Chairman Dan
...l Richardson said the group has no plans to curtail Bryant's commercials.
~ He said her contract, which lasts through August 1978, won't be
A discussed until next year.
8 Florida Gov. Reubin Askew had supported Bryant's drive against a
'>( county gay rights ordinance in the Miami area, but he refused to intercede
::E
,.,,_ .

Absen.tee
Ballots
For ASUNM Fall Election
now available in the SUB,
room 242 through Oct. 28

A representative of the

Catholic University
of America
School of Law
Washington, D.C.
Ricardo Bravo, Admissions Assistant
will be on campus Monday, October 31
from 9 a.m. until Noon to talk to
UNM students interested in attending
law school. Room 127-C SUB

In Rural Sectors

Cancer Center Given Grants

Prof Studies Resources

A windmill, instead of an electric or gas-powered
pump, would be a lictter water supply device for
farmers in rural parts of the United States and in
developing third-world countries, said Job Ebenezer, a
UNM mechanical engineering professor.
"The idea is simplicity an\1 not having to depend on
one huge centralized thing like utilities," he said.
"People have to realize that· there will come a time
when they won't be able to afford things like fossil
fuel implements."
Working with a $15,000 grant from the United
Methodist Church, much of Ebenezer's research is
taking place in rural areas in New Mexico with
problems akin to those confronting his native_ country
of!ndia.
Entitled "Village Technology; A Potential Solution
to Ease World Hunger," the project is an effort to
focus intellectual and technological resources on the
rural sector.
Village technology, also know as "appropriate
technology," is based on the philosophy that the
earth's resources are limited and that there is
sa lis faction for man in doing certain jobs.
"There is no need for someone to construct something that is expensive and that no one understands or
·can operate," Ebenezer said. "Poor people in rural
areas need things that are very simple to construct,
maintain and operate. Living in a naturally heated
adobe is not a step backwards."
In India, where 80 per cent of the population lives in

Three researach grants for a
variety of cancer studies have been
swarded to Dr. John M. Yuhas,
associate director of biology, UNM
Cancer Research and Treatment
Center.
A National Cancer Institute
(NCI) award of $48,485 provides
for studies of "Radioprotectants
and
Radiosensitizers
in
Radiotherapy." The sulfurcontaining protectants guard
normal tissue around cancer
tumors. Sensitizers make tumors

rural areas, the main need is food. The United States
has provided short-term solutions by sending cargoes
of food and high level technology.
"But these are not good solutions," Ebenezer said.
''The average Indian farmer is poor and has very little
land to to work with. It would make more sense for
him to have a good plowing implement, instead of a
tractor, th&t can be maintained by locals and d,oes not
require too much 'llOney to buy."
An ox-drawn plow, for example, would not require
its user to purchase gas, oil, tires and other petroleum
prod.ucts for its operation and maintenance. "India
pays the same price for oil as America does," he said.
"The idea is not to replace labor with machines,"
the professor said. "Appropriate technology, which is
based upon renewable and locally available resources,
such as wind and solar energy, is low cost and
demands labor."
Ebenezer's research is focusing on improving water
supply systems. "In India, people depend on the
monsoon to irrigate their crops. Sometimes their crops
get flooded, but the summer is generally a season of
drought. If the monsoon fails one year, starvation
immediately sets in," he explained.
Ebenezer believes that windmills may be one
solution. "Windmills may not seem very sophisticated, but they can provide power to run a pump," he
said.
.
A windmill, recently installed at Menaul High
School, is now being studied by the UNM professor.

Domenici
To Visit
Campus
Senator Pete Domenici, RNM, will speak at UNM
Robert 0. Anderson School of
Business and Administrative
Science on Monday, Oct. 31.
The topic of Domenici's
speech will be "Small
Businesses in New Mexico and
How to Attract Them." It will
begin at 9:30 a.m. in th'e
Management Deve)opment
Center.
The public is invited.

For Berkowitz

·venue Ch.ange Asked
NEW YORK (UP I) - Attorneys
"This is a legal decision which Gold has said he believes Berkowitz
for David Berkowitz, the suspected we've made as his attorneys, but can receive a fair trial in Brooklyn.
"Son of Sam" killer, Thursday said David has been consulted to the
The Queens competency he.arings
they intend to ask for a change of point where we've told him what we were adjourned until Nov. 28 at the
venue from Brooklyn, where the feel is best," Jultak said.
request of Queens District Atty.
former postal worker is charge with
"I'm not sure that in the present · John Santucci, who said he did not
murdering a 20-year-old woman.
·climate of sentiment in Brooklyn it want to interfere with Brooklyn
A state judge ruled last week would be feasible: 1 don't proceedings. Berkowitz was not at
Berkowitz is mentally competent to necessarily mean this is caused by the hearing.
stand trial for the .44 caliber overexposure in the media. We've
Jultak said that Berkowitz is
shooting
death
of Stacey always maintained the public has "fairly consistent" in his 'state
Moskowitz - the last victim of the right'to know, But tension there desire to plead guilty to the
"Son of Sam."
is very tight," he said.
Moskowitz murder and then "tell
Brooklyn District Atty. Eugene in open court what happened.
At similar. competency hearings
Jt Thursday m Queens, where
Berkowitzischargedwith.twomore
murders, Ira Jultak and co-counsel
Leon Stern said they planned to file
a motion with the appellate division
Jt of state supreme court by Nov. 25
to have the trial held outside
WASHINGTON (UPl) - The their pensions and keep up with
Brooklyn.
House Thursday passed a social payments and taxes on their homes.
He urged members to "talk to
security tax increase bill which also
would allow retired persons to earn retired people who eat dog food
unlimited wages without losing any because the are not able to afford
anything else."
of their retirement benefits.
Rep. AI Ullman. D-Ore., noor
Retired persons under age 72 now
may earn only $3,000 in wages free manager of the bill, said it would
and clear. Above that they lose $1 change social security "from a
MIAMI ·(UP I)
The in social security benefits for every retirement program, " in which
executive board of the World Press $2 earned until their entire benefit is only those who have largely
stopped work receive benefits, to
Freedom Committee announced eaten up.
~ Thursday
approval of five grants
The House. voted 268-149 to raise "an annuity program"
totaling $51,000 far third world the limit to $5,000 in 1980, $5,500
news media projects.
in 1981 and to eliminate it
altogether in 1982.
DECORATE
The program, funded by private
The
overall
bill,
which
passed
~ non-governmental media con· 275-146, is designed to keep social YOUR
BOOTS
tributions, also has additional grant
security operating fully in the black
requests under consideration,
to the year 2010 and to wipe out
according to the program's
most of its projected deficit to the
executive director, George Beebe of
year 2050. Without such legislation,
the Miami Herald.
the program would run out of
money
in the early 1980's.
The fundraising effort is headed
Rep.
William Ketchum, R-Calif.,
by Jack R. Howard, chairman of
who
proposed
the retirement inthe board of Scripps-Howard
come relaxations, said many
newspapers.
retirees have to work to supplement
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that the senate was not required to
fu!ld the at toney general.
Senators Ann Dunphy, Maggie
Martin, Rudy Martinez, Zach
McReynolds, Robert Roibal and
Elva Benson voted ag(linst the
appropriation.
The senate also unanimously
passed two resolutions, one endorsing the repeal of the state gross
receipts tax on food.
The other resolution asks UNM
Provost McAllister Hull to' investigate whether University faculty
members are violating closed-week
policy by giving final examinations
during closed week.
ASUNM Treasurer Alex Fernandez reported that the senate has
$898.03 in its appropriation fund ..
All 17 senators were present at
the meeting.

***************************** *******
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$51,000
In Grants

more sensitive to radiotherapy.
The study is intended to discover
why the agents are compatible, how
well they will work under practical
conditions and whether they will be
beneficial' when used in conjunction
with pi meson radiotherapy. Pi
mesons, or pions, are the most
minute part of the afom, the
"glue" holding the heart of the

atom together.
,Human subjects are involved in
the project on a voluntary basis.
Project staff includes Dr. Albert
Li and Dr. Filip Culo.
A second NCI grant through the
Breast Cancer Task Force will fund
a study directed toward rapid
prediction of the best drugs for
treating individual pratients with

Education Program
Receives Refunding
Funds from five projects within UNM's field-based Native American
teacher education program have been renewed according to a program
official.
Lucille Stilwell, director of the Navajo Teacher Education Development
Program (NTEDP), said the Navajo Tribe's education division h,as
received two-year funding for the program from the U.S. Office of
Education.
Other on-site teacher training projects which have been re-funded are the
Mescalero Apache program, the Ramah Navajo School Board project, the
Northern Consortium program and the Rough Rock School Board project.
The All Indian Pueblo Council teacher training program received a threeyear funding contract last year.
The projects involve over 200 Native American and Chicano students
who are seeking two-year Associate of Arts degrees and four-year
bachelor's degrees in elementary education. The students attend classes
delivered on-site at centrally located instruction centers by UNM faculty
and consultants.
Stilwell said a new NTEDP instruction center may be established in the
Farmington-Librook area next semester in an effort tO serve Navajos who
are unable to attend classes at Tees Nos Pos, Ariz. and Crownpoint, N.M.
"We're very pleased with the results the Navajo program has achieved
during the last four years," Stilwell said. "About 95 per cent of our
graduates asre now employed with schools on the reservation or schools
that serve the reservation. I'm sure that we will continue to assist the
Navajo people in fulfilling the needs they have specified in developing the
program.''
Earlier this year the combined UNM Native American on-site programs
placed among the top five finalists in the American Association of Colleges
(or Teacher Education Distinguished Achievement awards.

breast cancer.
The study will involve a
technique developed last year by
Yuhas to rapidly grow tumors
outside the body in a manner
resembling the way they grow inside
the body. With this technique,
tumors can be grown in lab dishes
within two to four days after
"starter" cells are surgically
removed from the body at biopsy.
Under the NCI contract, Yuhas
will refine methods for growing
tumors outside the body, using
tumor cells raken directly from
breast cancer patients and from test
animals. Various drugs known to
be effective on breast cancer wili be
used on the ccUs growing in dishes
to see which have the grentest
killing effeect for those particular
cells.
The drugs will then be given to
the test animals to see if results on
the tumors in the animals are
similar to results in the dishes. If so,
the study will be extended to
patients so that the physician can
prescribe the particular drugs which
appear to be most effective on the
patient's tumor cells growing
outside the body.
Yuhas Wilt be assisted in the
project by Dr.'s Li, Culo, Miriam
Brysk, A.J. Ladman, Larry Elias
and Michael Shaw.
A $105,000 U.S. Energy
Research
and
Development
Administration grant will enable
Yuhas, assisted by Brysk, to find
more rapid ways to determine
whether various materials cause
cancer and what amount of exposure to those materials leads to
cancer.
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Openings are now available in nuclear power,
engineering, aviation, business management,
civil engineering and nursing. Starting pay
and allowance is $12,000. Bonuses in select
fields. Medical and dental care is provided.
For further information call (505) 766-2335 or
send resume to Navy Information Team, P.O.
Box 8667, Albuquerque, NM 87108.

GSA Council Meeting
Saturday, October 29
10.:00 a.m.
Room 231-E SUB

Open to all Graduate
Students

STEP OUT IN FASHION

Chi Chi tastes just like a Pi na
Colada.
Strawberry Senarita tastes jusl
like a Strawberry Margarita.
Senorita lasles jusllike a
Margarila.
Sunburst lasles just like a
Sunrise.
Orang_e Smash tastes jus! like a
Wallbanger.
Kana Tal lasles just like a Mal Tai.
Ca Jypso tastes just like a Daiquiri.

Send Chock or M 0 Sony. no C 0 0 s
N V Stale res add sates tax
Sa11Siat!1on guaranteed or money batk

Asta Products, Ltd.

Dept. K 11

P.O. Box 678, New York, N.Y. 10011

'

!, .

II'
\

Ale. 14% by volume. A product of T~oja~
Wine Specialties, Los Angeles, Cal1forn1a.

·"""'

-...,...,""

An cxciling
Discovery. A
variety package
of 15 Horizon male
1
to fit every mood. Ribbcd 1 conlourcd, natural
-and new, exotic South Sea colors. AJl gemly
lubricated for natural sensitivity. Discover
the safe alternative. Send for your variety
pack roday,
r•••····--·~------·-······•·•••••••••••,

~

Discovery, P.O. Box 465, West Hartford,

: crooto7

l

UNI1

:

!

: PJca&e rush me my Djscover; variety pack in a
l plain, brown wrapper.
:
I D Variety p<~ck of IS Horizon contraceptives for I

:'

$5.95.

:'

: 0 Package of 3 Stimula contraceptives for Sl.50.:

l'

NAM

'
:' ADDRESS

l CITV--~- ...STATI: _ _ ___ztl"_._

I'
I''
:

L ••••••••••••~---···••••••••••••••••••••

Get this beautiful Ice House necklace by DuBarry
Fifth Avenue for $3.50, include's tax, postage. Cube,
tongs on 24" chain. Maitcheck/rrioney order to:
ICE HOUSE NECKLACE • P.O. BOX 9 • BROOKLYN, NY 11232

Nam•------~-------------------Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City--------------------State - - - - - - - - Z i p - - - -

· ACTUAL SIZE

0

,.,0"
"

offer from

Be cool! Wear The Cube!

SHOWN

z

15 dyrtamite
ways to play
it safe.
For$5-95·

S€ Wine Cock1oils

Set an exciting pace1n your crowd with ele·
gant boot decorative delights. Bracelet or
Chain for your dressy boots. Sparlin'
Spurs that really "spin" for the Western
look. In Gold, Silver or Antique finish of
durable metal, they easily attach and re·
move for cleaning or use on other boots.
When ordering, specifY Bracelet. Chain or
Spur; men -or women; finish desired.
Only $5.95 pr. ppd.
Immediate
2 pr. only $10.00 ppd.
dellverv.

. v.

"'

All natural
flavors!

An idea whose time has come!
Ready-to-serve cocktails ...
only they're made With California white wine instead of the
hard stuff to be lighter, more
refreshing. All natural flavors!

<>

After test animals are exrosed to "~
cancer-causing agents, the exposed z::
cells will be removed and grown "
outside the body to see if they do 0;;·
become cancerous.
0
Conversely, exposed tissue :::;
"''<:
outside the body will then be im- t""
0
planted in test animals to sec if the 0"
animals dcveloptumors.
.0
0
(')
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PERSONALS

Will the person who phoned J).L. Gomcl on Wed.
mmning. 10/5, plcn~c cull uguin; 242-0370. l urn
dcllitutc without J.D. Rowurd offered.
10128
A(;('URATH INFORMATION AUOUT contrur;cp•
lion, l!crilimtion, nbortion. Right to Choose, 294·
0171. 12/J
Arlen A~hcr Jun Quartet every Friduy, 5:30 to 7:30
p.m .... a! Nc1l'\l
10128
STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM's Andean
Center, Spring 1978. Information, 229 Ortega Hall.
277-2636 I0/28
CONTACTS?? Polishing & solutions. Casey Optical
Company, 255-8736. tfn
DATES GAI.ORill Meet exciting singles. Cull Pate·
line H>ll·frce: 800-451 ·3245. 10131
f IU P! My whcclchuir got stuck trying to get into
Mtt.·hcll llnll'.s .\mall bathroom stnlls. Whut do I do
110117' (0/28
TRy SOMETHING NEW! Imported cigurcttes! 10%
J):s~ount on imported cigarettes with this au. Pipe &
Tt•lincco Road, i07 Cornell SE. 10128
Wl!'ISTliR SALE. Slnrts Hullowcen ut UNM
a.)l)kswre. 10/28
w/, NTED: KAY AJ<S und/or ncccssories, paddles,
,prr•Y skirts, etc. 255·7125. 10/31
[:i(u~ l'lJPI'IES. !!\ Ocrman Shcpurd, !1 Lub, 255·
173'
10128
C'I~;J)Y AT IJC'MC. I have puppy & wo11ld love to
r•vc i; to yma. Please calli 268·1423, 293-3289, 268·
JW:.
10128
i:"/J>PY ll·DA Y SUSIE Q. We nil love you I Love,
Boo.
10128
\voMEN -. Docs being single inn world of nmrried
people cn'!se ynu discomfort? Single support group,
Tuesdays 7·9 p.m., Women's Center, 277·3716.
I 0/28

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Pence Corp!. Ortega 233.
2'7·W07. J's
illUND: bracelet In front of llokomn. 277•
357(}, ..:I.::0/~2:::B_ _ _ _..,.----:-~---:---:FOtJND: Friday, 10121, polyester denim patchwork
juckcr, Maarron flail, ltm, 104, Claim Mnrron Hull,
llm. IDS. 10128
l.OST: 2 rings nl south end of daack pond. John, 299·
26J4uflcr7 p.m. I0/31
FOUND: cnlculntor, 10/20, Diology Dldg. Claim Oio.
Det>t. Offlcc, 173A. 10/31
L O'>T: Oct. 26, glasses in white case in vicinity
between llusincss School and Biology building. 298·
3331. 1111

fOUNf>: 2 mo. old blu~·tlck/blnck & tan ho~nd miK
'>n 10/26 near duck pond. fd~ntify& clalrn 277·$160
"' 145-69.19.
11/3
I tJST: Orang~ bAck puck wilh bl~ck straps in the SW
area of town. Between Carlos Rey and Cortez Streets.
nJf, 5946.
I0/28
'i7iuND: football tickets, Thurs. 10127, for Lobo
r••mc, Sat. 10/29, Claim Marron Hall, .Rm. lOS or
• all277·S6S6. MUll identify by S p.m. today. 10/28

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE!. A complete typing and
c<'atorinl system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
~~··olnstic. Cham& lllbles. 345·212.5. 1212
'[:i·iAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
C~ll PliNM 842.·5200. tfn
1TPING; MA, English, on·cnmpu!, 296·8564. fs
~ERVll in the Peace Corps, Ortega_ 233, 277·
5'.XJ7. fs
!~DITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
r•ports, proposal•, scripts. Frauenglass Asso~latcs,
J44·8344. I l/18
GUITAR LESSONS. Dcglnnlng, classical, folk.
IJNM guitar major. Private group. Jim, 345-4827 or
247·0497. 11/1
.
llEASONAllLE TYPING SEllWICE. Call 26R·
4917. ll/2
I'RHNC:H TUTORING in my horne. Call after 7
p.m., 831-6332. 10128
I'V WORLD SERVICE Call. $4,50 repair on most
<vcrything, 266-6428.
10/28
FAMOUS QUIVIRA DOOKSIIOP and Photography
(lallcry Is 'll bto,·k from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Spccinl order service.
10/31

4.

HOUSING

SIIAJ.AKO INN has dciuKe efficiencies from
$145.00, utilities paid. City bus service down Central
available. Apartment Includes modern kitchen.
Lounge, restnurant & swimming pool orr premises,
12901 Centrnl NE. 299·0434. 12/2
FURNJSIIED ROOM, plUsh plus. $85.00 mo. inc.
utiliJies. Non-smoker. Helen, 265·1584. 10/31
$85.00 and FREE utilities. Couple wants roommate
for2 bdrm. house. 831-4313. 10/31
MAGNIFICENT 1 bedroom - furnished, utilities,
~alar; $200.00. 842-0406, weekends 266·275 I. 1112
Al 1. UTILITIES PAID. Campus l bdrm., J blocks
to UNM. Nicely furnished, $55.00. 262-1751, Valley
Rentals. $30.00 fcc,
11/3
PART UTILITIES PAID. 2 burm., only $150.00,
Bike to UNM. 262·1751, Valley Rental~. $30.00 fcc.
1113

WAJ.K TO UNM. J,arge I bdrm., ~ir, patio, utilities
p~ld; $135.00. 262·17.11, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee.
11/3

5.

FOR SALE

UNCJ,AIMED LAY·A·AWA Y. New Sony
Trlnatron. Color rv, brand ~ew, guarantee, no down
payment. $7,75 per month tlll balance is paid off,
268-4393. l 013i
OJAL·O·MATIC sewing machine, open arm deluxe •
Stretch slitlchcs, new guar"ntec. Take over pa,mcms
of $7,00 per month. For information 266·
$87 J, 10!31
SANSU I REPOSSESSED STEREO. CompleteMereo
system, full sized turntable, big speakers, big
AM/FM stereo, tape pla,cr. Assume payments,
$7.82 per month. 268-4394. 10/31
DUE TO DIVORCE will sacrifice equity. Red Classic
lll and attachments. Assume payments of $7.00
m<mth. new guarantee, 266·5872. 10/3 l
BnAND NEW OE color TV whh VIR, aulomalically
adjusts ~olor trom network to network. Take over
paymems. 268-4394. JO() I
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30.00 to $60.00, 441
Wyoming NE, 255·5987, ](27
1969 LEMANS. AC, PD, I'S, Craig stereo. 242·
2130. 10/28
19"11 PINTO. Needs tra11s. but engl11e still good. 255·
6014. 10/28
FEMALE RED & TAN Oobermann puppies, $30.00.
265-9423, I 0128
1972 KAWASAKI 750 triple superbike, Great
condition. Must see, $900,00. 268-9703. 10/28
MAXWELL UD C·90 casscucs. $3.00 each.
Minimum order six. Free local delivery same week.
Firefly, Box7583, 87104,256-1495. 1117
1%2 CHEVY 4WD l,NB, !1Jon, $1450.00, Excellent
rn~clmnical condition. 262-0517, Evenings. 11/1
TOP CONDITION. 1975 Vega, 3·speed, heat/air,
23,000 plus miles. $1600.00. 298·6881 after 6 p.m.
881-0816, 11/1
1973 PORSCHE 914. Excellent condition, low
rnilengc, 8cnutif1all 268·2845. 11/1
DRY MOUNT PRESS, to 36". $225.00. Leave
messugc, 268-5879. 11/2
1977 YAMAHA IOOYZ. Purchased 3 weeks ago,
must sell. Need money for tuition. 881-3597. 11/2 .
flRAND NEW 1976 Kawasaki 125. Perfect condi·
11/3
tion,$600.00, 277-5183.
. GRADUATING S8N101l needs to sell 1973 Vega.
6,000 miles on rebuilt engine, new tires. Call 256·
ll278.
11/3
"'EW 10-spced bicycle, $80.00. 242·6882.
11/3

1967 DATSUN. 4 uoor, ni!W tires, newballery, a real
gas saver. Bcil offer, 881-1866.
10/.28
J96(i PLYMOUTI-l. 4 door (standard), M11st sell,
runs well, body ok. S800,00 firm. Must $ell, 277-3873.
10/31
1963 NOVA - dependable car, For more infonna·
Uon, caii89B-4265 after' p.m.
10/:ZS

6.

AWARENESS IS APPROACHING
10128
WIERD CREATURES WILL FLY from the San·
dias, Sl}J!day, between 2·5 p.m. Wind & weather per·
milling. 10/28
ATTENTION: All former NCHO·NM Clinical
Education Interns, a special meeting on the future or
the program will be held at Chicano Studie$ on Wed.
Nov. 2, at 7 p.m.
11/2

EMPLOYMENT
9,· VICTUALS

Work in ~he PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233, 277·
fs
WANT8D PART TIME help as Security Guards.
Hours tlexlble. Call S.I.A., 242-3261, 11/14
OVERSEAS JOBS. summer/year-round. Europe, S.
America, Atmralia, Asia, etc. All fields, SS00-$1200
monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing, Free informa·
twn - write International Job Center, Dept, ND,
!lox 44'.XJ, ller!<eley, CA 94704, 11/4
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED for 4·6 year-old "tots
rumbling & rhythm class" (e~rly childhood),
~q.25/hr. Call Kathy, YWCA, 247·8841. I 1/l
~~!)DRESSERS WANTED immediately! Work at
lunnc - no experience necessary - excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite 269,
f>a!las, TX7SZ31. llfl6
01 RLS: models needed; easy hpurs, plenty of time
for hmnework. 1·3 p.m., 6103 Menual NE. ll/2
SALES PEOPLE WANTED to sell display advertis·
ing for the NM Daily Lobo. Must have car. Call277·
5656 or come by Marron Hall, Rm. 133, M,W,F, at I
p.m. or Tues. & Thurs. at2 p.m.
tfn
WAITRESSES NEEDED, nights. Apply at Ned's,
4200 Central SE. 10128
WORK PART TIME. $400.00 monthly. Call 881·
4585, 9·5 for ir1formation. 1114
PART TIME sales clerk & stocking. Must be over 21 ·
years old. Apply In person. Saveway Llqu()r Stores;
5704 Lomas NE; 5516 Mr.nuallllvd, NE, ll/8
5~07.

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WEAVE your own X-mas gifts- quick, inexpensive,
unusual. 3 week course-the Weavers' Studio. 205
Stanford S8, 265·9100. I Ill
CHEAP WATERDEDSI Water Trips, $89.93 buys
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfon pad, 4) any size mauress with 3-year
~uarnntce: $89,95'. 3407 Central NE. 255·2289. 11/1

USDA estimates the average American will consume
10 lbs. of food additives this year. You won' I get it at
the Morning Olory Cafe which features vegetarian
specials and chemical free meat. 2933 Monte Vista,
NE. 268·7040,
10131
HAV8 A REAL FOOD LUNCH at Baba's, 107 Mesa
SE (across from the Art building)-fcaturing fresh
sandwiches by the Fiddler's Three, Moun.tain High
Yougurt, natural sodas Rnd fruit juices.
I 1/2

Correction
The deadline for returning
applications for Editor of the
Literary/Art magazine is Nov. 10
and not Nov. 16 as printed in
yesterday's LOBO.

•

OPEN HOUSE
Oct 30th PM

Authentic Adobe
539 Chamiso Lane, NW
A true adobe In the Norlh Valley In the-most
pleasant surroundings. 4 bedrooms, 21iving
rooms, brick floors, 3 patios & swimming

pool. This home Is for tho executive person
that wanls gracious Jiving In an area with
other professional neighbors. Comparable
homes In the $100,000 bracket. A
professional endeavor neighborhood. ~

265·3611

Eve:
298·4376

TDDAY'S CBDSSIDRD PUZZLI
45 Battery
terminal
1 Easy task:
46 Abundance
Informal
49 Presents
5 God of
53 Certain deer
culture
54 Deceive
9 Repairs
55 Conception
shoes
56 Love, in
14 Nut used In
F orence
beverages 57 Delight in
1 5 Sotto ---58 Biblical
16 Overly
name
modest
59 Defer
person
60 Mimicked
17 Cleopatra's 61 Dart
maid
18 Weapon
19 Sweep
20 Overcame.
DOWN
22 Slightly
1 Peruse
burned
hastily
23 Unsightly
2 Ibsen's Mrs.
24 Organ of
Helmer
flight
3 "----,poor
25 Toward evil
Yorick!"
ways
4 Grazing
28 Was vital
animals'
32 Shininess
food
33 Estimates
5 Excessively
34 Rower
6 Stupid:
35 Tool sets
Informal
36 Gets along
7 Finished a
37 Subterfuge
cake
38 Wine: Prefix 8 Born
39 Hide from
9 Short races
view
1 0 Fruit
40 Loathes
11 Respiratory
41 Uppers or
organ
, lowers
12 Sharpness
43 Touch
13 Future crop
affectionately source
44 U.S.S.R.
21 Alaskan
river
governor
ACROSS

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

22 Settings of
events
24 ----- Bearer:
Zodiac sign
251nquired
26 Reflect light
27 Wyoming
county
28 Female
horses
29 Course·
30 Facilitates
31 Garment
33 "Bolero"
composer
36 Raid
37 Lofty
39 Kind of bow

We now
shorten
fashion pants
forF'REE

40 Partial
42 Treeless
area
43 Lowered in
temperature
45 Try out
46 Big Dipper
star
47 ----juice
48Chemical
- compound
49 Exhaust:
Slaflg
50 City in
Texas
51 Autos of old
52 Door part
54 State: Abbr·.

11

12

13

Sun.-Thurs.
NEXT DAY SERVICE
'

"

Fri. &.Sat.
SAME DAY SERVICE

....

59

GBXBRAL
STDRB
Ill Harvard SE

•

8117 Menaul NE ·

J_

